Become A Blogging Machine: The Ultimate Crash Course in Blog
Writing: This is the ultimate crash course guide into professional
blogging, including details on inbound marketing and SEO
This is more than just a guide about
blogging - this is the ultimate crash course
guide into professional blogging, including
how blogging relates to inbound marketing
and SEO. Over the past two decades,
blogging has transformed the Internet. This
guide will teach you how to become the
professional blogger that everyone will
want to hire. We will start with the basics
of blogging: what to write, how to research
topics, how to blog (even topics you are
unfamiliar with). But quickly we will dive
into Call to Actions (CTAs), conversion
elements, blog formatting and SEO. The
next step is to learn how to format your
blog and research topics. And then finally
we jump into how to develop blogging as
your full-time career, how to find a job as a
blogger (freelance contractor or as an
employee), or how to begin your own
blogging business. Learn about: What is a
blog? What is the point of writing a blog?
How do blogs benefit businesses or online
websites? What is conversion and how do
you integrate that into a blog? What is a
CTA (Call to Action) within a blog? How
do I write a blog article? How do I write
about topics I dont know or understand?
How do I perform blog research or find
topics that people will WANT to read?
What types of blog formats are popular and
useful? What is the basic format of a blog?
How do I write engaging and creative blog
titles? What does it mean to write a
keyword targeted blog article? What is
SEO (search engine optimization)? How to
write a blog with SEO that will not get the
website penalized What are popular
blogging platforms? How do I get hired as
a blogger? Where can I look online for
blogging jobs? How can I develop my own
blogging business? This book was written
and developed by an experienced online
blogging expert. With over 15 years
experience on writing, search engine
optimization and teaching, this guide will
take you from beginner to advanced expert,
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properly preparing you to enter the
blogging world.
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